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How “THE LIFE AFTER DEATH PROJECT” Came to Be by Paul Davids © 2013 
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Paul Davids’ career in film and TV has gone from mainstream tent-pole / franchise (starting with 
"The Transformers" TV show - credits on 79 episodes - then writing 6 "Star Wars" sequel books for 
George Lucas - then producing and co-writing Showtime's original movie "Roswell," Golden Globe 
nominee for Best TV movie).... to 13 years as an independent filmmaker choosing my own subjects, 
delivering finished films without studio oversight in production -- and 5 of those independent films 
were then released to TV and/or DVD by NBC Universal:  "Starry Night" (a fantasy about Vincent 
van Gogh), "The Sci-Fi Boys" (history of special effects with Peter Jackson hosting, now on Netflix), 
"Jesus in India" (missing years of Jesus, shown on Sundance Channel), "Before We Say Goodbye" (a 
Latino-themed film about a devout Catholic grandma and her family, now showing on TV 
everywhere south of the border, DVD available in English in U.S.), and now "The Life After Death 
Project" showing on Syfy as late night movie May 15. 

Paul Davids emphasizes that “THE LIFE AFTER DEATH PROJECT,” is non-fiction, scientific in 
its approach but it is also a personal quest for answers.  Although there is one sequence with 
Dannion Brinkley, the overall focus is not on near-death experience, but mainly about "After Death 
Communication" (ADC) - can we receive messages from the deceased after they're gone?  How good 
is the best evidence? 

Davids notes that three institutions of higher learning became involved in the research covered by 
film (Indiana University/Purdue University, The College of New Jersey and The University of 
Arizona at Tucson).  He says:  “I didn't choose the topic... IT CHOSE ME.  Meaning that I was 
swept into this subject after a beloved mentor (Forrest J Ackerman) died at 92.  The "messages" and 
physical phenomena began the day of the huge tribute for Forrest J Ackerman him at the Egyptian 
Theater in Hollywood, March 7, 2009.  It's been 4 years and there are still things that cannot be 
explained happening to me and others that relate directly to ‘Uncle Forry.’  I first met ‘Uncle Forry’ 
when I was about 13, he was a friend for life through many decades, and I am very happy these 
things have been happening - I am delighted to tell the world about it and offer all the evidence of 
every kind.  Everyone can evaluate it however they will.  But coming from me, everything in it is 
true -- there are no exaggerations, nothing invented, nothing contrived, no special effects.  I am 
telling it like it really is...” 


